Wabbit to Prance at Hop Along with ACS and AK Psi

It has been rumored that several Chemistry students have been seen in the Old Main—of all places. Two theories have sprung up along with this rumor! The chemistry students are planning to move their laboratories into Old Main or the chemistry students are selling tickets to the “Bunny Hop.” The latter seems to be the most probable.

A new experience is in store for all the “Hoppers” on April 3. Through the combined efforts of Pat Loffe, of Alpha Kappa Psi, and Paul Kwitkowski, of the American Chemical Society, General Co-Chairmen, this year’s “Bunny Hop” has undergone many changes.

For example, Tom (H2O) Waters and Bob (SiO2) Sand have been engaging in a battle over the choice of the favors. Although the battle is still raging, the choice has been narrowed down to silver-plated test tubes or miniature adding machines.

Another example of the big change is the ticket program initiated by Jim Watt and Bill Knopka. Through their efforts, the A.K. Psi members have been selling tickets printed on I.B.M. cards while the chemistry students have been selling tickets printed on the periodic table of the elements.

In order to conform with the change, Dave Zappone and Joe Diliberto, decoration co-chairmen, have decided to replace the styrofoam table decoration with bunsen burners to provide a romantic atmosphere. The chemists have already begun to brew their own refreshments to pay for the gas used by the bunsen burners.

The Harold Wallace Orchestra, including Lola Labtable and her musical test tubes, will present the music, starting at 9:00 p.m. The evening will come to an end at 1:00 a.m. when the chemistry students will perform an experiment while the business students will use their calculators to compare the result. The Mary Seton Room of Kleinmans will be flanked by a fully equipped lab table and a Univac 120.